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ABSTRACT:
This article examines the principles of observance to general distribution in inventory management. Inventory (American
English) or stock (British English) is the equipment and fabrics that a business keeps for achieving goals and objective to
have a purpose of resale (or repair). Inventory management is a systematic process for identifying the character and
location of stored goods. It is needed at various locations within a capability or within many places of a supply network
to lead the ordered and arranged course of manufacturing. Inventory consist of the maximum important function of
current assets of huge margin of Indian glass manufacturing industries. The important point about stock administration
is to control sending raw materials to production department and also control low consumption if items at
manufacturing process.Thus, the article helps the manager to designing a frame work and find out the best shock policy
so that they can meet the product demand characteristics. The key objectives of the inventory management is to know the
financial functioning, elements which influence the inventory, methods of stock administration and techniques for
improving stock levels. The study worked Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) model and correlation method. Therefore,
advices on the right quantity, quality and scheduling of fabric at the very reasonable price. This study is mainly focused
on soda ash, lime stone and cullet white yearly values to find out economic order quantity. Therefore, this article forms a
relationship in the form of correlation in between economic order quantity, annual demand and cost elements of the AGI
Glaspac company.
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INTRODUCTION:
Inventory management is mainly indicating the volume and location of stocked goods. Inventory management
is needed at multiple areas within a resource or within different spots of a supply chain to take care of the
daily and prepared method of manufacturing against the odd allocation of working out of material or goods.
The opportunity of inventory management also related to the fine lines between replacement lead time,
carrying cost of inventory, asset management, inventory forecasting, inventory valuation, inventory visibility,
future inventory price forecasting, physical inventory, available physical space for inventory, quality
management, replacement, returns and defective goods and demand forecasting.Inventory is an idle stock of
physical goods that contain economic value and held in various forms by an organization in its custody
awaiting packing, processing, transforming, use or sale in a future point of time. Inventory management is a
very important function that determines the wealth of the supply chain as well as the impact the financial
wealth of the balance sheet. The stock management is a standout in between the most necessary business
forms the operation of a collecting organization as it identifies with buys, deals and co-ordinations exercises.
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It regulates the stock all through the entire store network. Inventory is a list for goods and materials, or those
goods and materials themselves, held available in stock by a business. Inventory are held in order to manage
and hide from the customer the fact the manufacture delay is longer than delivery delay, and also to ease the
effect of imperfections in the manufacturing process that lower production efficiencies if production facility
stands idle for lack of materials.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
 To identify the financial strengths and weakness of the organization.
 To focus on the elements which influence the inventory.
 To analyze strategies of stock management in AGI Glaspac company.
 To suggest the measures for increase the inventory level.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
SAMBASIVA RAO. KIn his survey of Inventory Management in Public Sector there is a relationship with
the Industry assesses.The execution of materials administration and recognizes a few issues founded by
materials administration in the overpowering designing industry.The strategy for examination includes the
administration in Andhra Pradesh State Road Transport Corporation (APSRTC) in 2006. In his investigation,
he looks at the materials administration practices and obtaining frameworks in APSRTC based on different
parameters like material utilization per vehicle, material utilization per kilometer, stock per vehicle, stock
regarding number of months utilization and so on., He features some significant issues in the obtainment of
materials. The investigation is principally in view of the optional information gathered from the distributed
yearly reports of APSRTC, the records of MIS, the reports on execution of National Road Transport
Undertakings of CIRT, Pune and so on., notwithstanding the individual dialogs held with different authorities
of the partnership.

SILVER, EDWARD A (dec22, 2002),His examination makes an attempt in setting of a standard of things for
which the supposition key for the EOQ assurance holds sensibly well. However as will be as frequently as
conceivable the exchange out practices there is an aggregate necessity are the nearness of spending intend to
be assigned among the supply of the things and A purchasing age office being able to deal with at most a
particular number of energizing each year. In perspective of the necessity, the individual reestablishment sums
can't be picked openly.

D.HOOPMAN (April 7, 2000),He examines that the stock change sees that assorted industry has particular
stock profiles and requirements. Ask about has demonstrated that game plans are assessed in a considerable
scope of countless to a large number of dollars. In this market division cost is unquestionably not a pointer of
the idea of the course of action, ROI and convenience is key.

BANSALIn his investigation on Materials Management: The requirement for programmed recharging
framework in the endeavor offer concentrate the utilization of ABC examination and EOQ procedure of stock
control.He additionally calls attention to the gathering of surplus stores and non-moving things in the
association and suggests that the surplus and total stores which are never again required ought to be arranged
off as right on time as conceivable at the best accessible cost.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
PRIMARY DATA
Initial research regards the collection of fresh primary information by researchers. This process includes
various modes, including questionnaires and telephone interviews in market research. These types of data are
normally anew and gathered for the first time.
SECONDARY DATA
Secondary data is those that have as of now been collected from various sources. This data can be raise
immediately and inexpensively. Secondary study is described as an investigation and clarification of essential
research. It contains the low cost, time and effort.
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DATA COLLECTION:
Data collection is done by covering both primary research and secondary research methods. Primary data have
collected through the conversation with the related executive in the financial department of the organization.

Secondary data collected from books, diaries, magazine, organization yearly reports, and various sites.

HYPOTHESIS
The following hypothesis was tested in this research work.

H0: There is no relationship between EOQ and Cost elements, annual demand.

H1: There is relationship between EOQ and Cost elements, annual demand.

DATA ANAYLSIS & HYPOTHESIS TESTING
Calculation of Economic Order Quantity (EOQ):

EOQ =

Where:‘A’ is annual demand.
‘O’ is ordering cost.

‘C’ is carrying cost

Soda Ash:
Year Total Demand Ordering Cost Carrying Cost EOQ

2014 43,070 47,500 1,485 1659.915620

2015 42,340 48,000 1,530 1629.916394

2016 42,340 48,500 1,575 1614.808456

2017 43,800 50,000 1,620 1644.294287

2018 43,200 50,500 1,680 1611.565344

Lime stone:
Year Total Demand Ordering Cost Carrying Cost EOQ

2014 10,585 4,800 140 851.9557333

2015 10,220 4,830 145 825.1445015

2016 10,220 4,900 149 819.8706724

2017 10,950 5,000 153 845.9824316

2018 10,350 5,100 158 817.4133333

Cullet white:
Year Total Demand Ordering Cost Carrying Cost EOQ

2014 32,485 14,650 479 1409.637644

2015 32,120 14,700 493 1384.006003

2016 32,120 14,800 508 1368.049361

2017 32,850 15,000 522 1374.020027

2018 32,500 15,300 530 1369.823016
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Sample Hypothesis Testing: Soda Ash

Particulars Correlation T - Value

EOQ and Total
Demand

0.405462 0.8

EOQ and Ordering
Cost

-0.470111 0.8

EOQ and Carrying
Cost

-0.64994 0.8

INTERPRETATION:
From the above tablethe calculated value of the EOQ and Total Demand is 0.405462 and table value is V=3 at
5% level of significance is 0.8. Hence, the calculated value is less than the table value, we failed to reject H0

hypothesis.

From the above table the calculated value of the EOQ and Ordering Cost is -0.470111 and table value is V=3
at 5% level of significance is 0.8. Hence, the calculated value is less than the table value, we failed to reject
H0 hypothesis.

From the above table the calculated value of the EOQ and Carrying Cost is -0.64994 and table value is V=3 at
5% level of significance is 0.8. Hence, the calculated value is less than the table value, we failed to reject H0

hypothesis.

Sample Hypothesis Testing: Lime Stone

Particulars Correlation T - Value

EOQ and Total
Demand

0.792129 0.8

EOQ and Ordering
Cost

-0.38802 0.8

EOQ and Carrying
Cost

-0.51642 0.8

INTERPRETATION:
From the above table the calculated value of the EOQ and Total Demand is 0.792129 and table value is V=3
at 5% level of significance is 0.8. Hence, the calculated value is less than the table value, we failed to reject
H0 hypothesis.

From the above table the calculated value of the EOQ and Ordering Cost is -0.38802 and table value is V=3 at
5% level of significance is 0.8. Hence, the calculated value is less than the table value, we failed to reject H0

hypothesis.

From the above table the calculated value of the EOQ and Carrying Cost is -0.51642 and table value is V=3 at
5% level of significance is 0.8. Hence, the calculated value is less than the table value, we failed to reject H0

hypothesis.

Sample Hypothesis Testing: Cullet White
Particulars Correlation T - Value
EOQ and Total Demand 0.045415 0.8
EOQ and Ordering Cost -0.64009 0.8
EOQ and Carrying Cost -0.85539 0.8
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INTERPRETATION:
From the above table the calculated value of the EOQ and Total Demand is 0.045415 and table value is V=3
at 5% level of significance is 0.8. Hence, the calculated value is less than the table value, we failed to reject
H0 hypothesis.

From the above table the calculated value of the EOQ and Ordering Cost is -0.64009 and table value is V=3 at
5% level of significance is 0.8. Hence, the calculated value is less than the table value, we failed to reject H0

hypothesis.

From the above table the calculated value of the EOQ and Carrying Cost is -0.85539 and table value is V=3 at
5% level of significance is 0.8. Hence, the calculated value is less than the table value, we failed to reject H0

hypothesis.

FINDINGS:

 From the above three cases the findings are represented as, the total demand of soda ash, Lime stone,
Cullet White are decreased in current year when compared to the previous year. And all the three
parameters are high in the year of 2017.

 Ordering cost of the above three parameters namely, soda ash, lime stone and cullet white are increased in
2018 year when compare to the 2018 year the values are 50,500, 5100 and 15,300 respectively. All three
products have low amount of value in 2014 year, and they have ups and downs values in between the
years.

 Above three parameters are increased in 2018 years. The increased values of each parameter is listed
below: Soda Ash: 1,680

Lime Stone: 158
Cullet White: 530

As per the previous five financial years records of three parameters have less amount of values in 2014
financial year and the values are 1,485, 140 and 479 respectively.
 EOQ of the soda ash, lime stone and cullet white have fluctuations in between the years.
 With the help of the correlation of above parameters the alternative hypothesis is rejected and null

hypothesis is accepted.

SUGGESTIONS:
The methods of the inventory management are more useful for the optimizing sock in warehouses. Inventory
management plays a key role in determining safety stock and lead time.  AGI Glaspac company contains
various type of raw materials namely soda ash, lime stone and cullet white for producing glass bottles. And
organization should maintain high quality raw material and reduction in production cost for organization
growth. Finally, I will give advice to the organization to increase more demand in market place as well as
decrease ordering cost and carrying cost for more sales. If organization increases more sales then
automatically costs will come down.
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